Tryptophan substitutions at the lipid-exposed transmembrane segment M4 of Torpedo californica acetylcholine receptor govern channel gating.
Our previous amino acid substitutions at the postulated lipid-exposed transmembrane segment M4 of the Torpedo californica acetylcholine receptor (AChR) focused on the alpha C418 position. A tryptophan substitution on the alpha C418 produced a 3-fold increase in normalized macroscopic response to acetylcholine in voltage-clamped Xenopus laevis oocytes (Lee et al., 1994). This result was explained by a 23-fold decrease in the closing rate constant measured from single-channel analysis (Ortiz-Miranda et al., 1996). In this study, we introduce more tryptophan substitutions at different positions of this postulated lipid-exposed segment M4 in order to examine functional consequences at the single-channel level. From a series of amino acid substitutions at alpha G421, only phenylalanine and tryptophan produced a substantial increase in the open time constant. The lack of response from a tyrosine substitution at the alpha G421 suggests that the side chain volume is not the main structural element responsible for the effect of tryptophan on the stabilization of the open state of the channel. Three multiple mutants, alpha C418W/G421A, alpha C418W/G421W, and alpha C418W/beta C447W, were constructed in order to establish the correlation between the number of lipid-exposed tryptophans and the channel open time constant. The alpha C418W/G421A double mutant demonstrated that when both previous mutations are combined the open time constant was increased 1.5-fold relative to the alpha C418W. When the two mutants (alpha C418W and alpha G421W) were combined in a single mutation, a functional receptor was expressed and the open time constant of the new double mutant increased to 33.4 ms, an 80-fold increase relative to wild type. Estimations of free energy changes calculated from the rate constant for the opening transition suggest that each tryptophan contributes to the stabilization of the open state of the channel by about 0.8 kcal/mol, and the effect of tryptophan substitutions on the free energy is additive. This result suggests that in the channel gating mechanism of the AChR, each subunit contributes independently to the energy barrier between the open and closed state. At selected positions within the postulated lipid surface of the AChR, tryptophan substitutions could establish hydrophobic and perhaps dipole interactions that may play a dramatic role in the channel gating mechanism.